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thinking big
ARTIST JULIE MEhRETU IS known foR hER gIAnT, 
AbSTRACT woRkS. bUT Look CLoSELy And yoU’LL fInd 
REALITy – fRoM CITy STRUCTURES To gLobAL UpRISIngS 
woRdS hannah pool   phoTogRAphy victoria will

              I don’t like to define my  
work – that limits what its 
possibility is. I’m much more 
interested in how a painting 
is experienced

hen beleaguered US bank Lehman 
brothers auctioned off its remaining 
assets, two artworks were of 

particular interest to collectors. one was  
an early piece by brit-art enfant terrible 
damien hirst and the other was by Ethiopian-
American artist Julie Mehretu. The piece by 
hirst failed to sell. The one by Mehretu went 
for more than US$1million. 

If you’ve spent time in front of Mehretu’s 
work this will come as little surprise. while 
certain artists of her generation use crude 
shock tactics to elicit a response, the power  
of Mehretu’s work creeps up on you, shifting 
and shaping your emotions with a quiet 
confidence. Another of her huge, layered 
canvases (stretching 80ft wide by 23ft high) 

that because I have made them, their 
existence is political,” she explains. “Something 
political actually happens in the work, in  
a certain way. hopefully in [the] information 
that goes into them and the experience of 
what they are trying to be and do [that] is 
somewhat political, yes.”

Mehretu’s intricately drawn pieces can  
take more than a year to complete. She has  
a dedicated team of up to 10 artists, who work 

with her for months on the early stages, 
painstakingly transferring architectural 

cityscapes onto the giant canvases. 
“Then I work the next four or five months 
by myself,” she explains. “And in that 

process of me drawing and going into the 
work I spend hours staring at the paintings. 

Usually, before doing anything, I spend over  
a week just staring at them. And then as I 

make them I also spend hours looking. So 
I’m not only intimately involved with 

them but I think [when] you spend 
time with paintings the image 

evolves. And this is [the 
case with] not just my 

work but many 
paintings that I’m 

interested in.” 

her work might seem imposing, intense 
even, yet like the artist herself it’s full of 
warmth. “The scale is really about being 
immersed within a certain context and having 
to look at very small things within that,” she 
explains. “And then all of a sudden you’re aware 
of your physical being. Those layers  
can come from outside of the painting as  
well as within.” beyond this, Mehretu prefers  
to leave the analysis up to her audience.  
“I don’t like to define my work. Trying to get 
that definition on something limits what its 
possibility is. I am much more interested in 
how a painting is experienced.” 

So what, for her, constitutes art? “I don’t 
really understand the market,” she says.  
“I feel like it’s its own animal and driven by 
something that doesn’t have a lot of content  
or sense. Some really important works don’t 
have a lot of weight in the market.” however 
she finds the increasing profile of African 
artists on the global market both timely and 
welcome: “Things are changing rapidly in terms 
of that conversation. The presence of African 
artists and curators is enormous in a way that 
it has not been in the past, the content is rich 
and that’s really exciting.” 

 whitecube.com/artists/julie_mehretu

hangs in the Manhattan hQ of goldman  
Sachs – Mehretu makes big art that sells  
for big money.   

 open, engaging and fizzing with creative 
energy, Mehretu speaks of her work in  
a way that is both accessible and passionate. 
you get a sense she cares deeply about  
what she does and is frustrated by the way 
contemporary art sometimes corners itself 
off as an elitist pursuit. She’s also on a mission 
to make us slow down, consider our spaces. 
for us to let art change us we must spend  
time with it, believes Mehretu. “Culturally 
we’re being taught to look faster, to 
experience things more quickly, to make 

quicker understandings, to decipher and  
to have things explained – rather than 
experience; getting lost in that process and 
then arriving at a different place,” she says, 
looking out over the Chelsea harbor in her  
new york studio. 

drawing on the past
born in Addis Ababa in 1970, to an Ethiopian 
father (an economics and geography professor) 
and American mother (a Montessori teacher), 
Mehretu and her family left for the US when she 
was six, during president Mengistu haile 
Mariam’s bloody Red Terror campaign. “I think  
of my parents’ generation as African modernists, 
who built their lives in late 60s and 70s Addis,” 
says Mehretu. “but the political situation 

disintegrated, they had to leave. They left after 
they built their first house; they were building 
their dream. It all shifted and my generation is 
the result of that.”

her family moved first to her maternal 
grandparents’ home in Alabama – “there 
weren’t many Africans in Alabama,” she jokes 
– before settling in Michigan. how much does 
this diasporic experience inform her work?  
“It is deeply a part of who I am. My experience 
has been completely informed by coming  
from those two places... and, culturally, having 
them be a part of me. That negotiation, and 
trying to make sense of that negotiation,  
is a big drive.”

Mehretu went on to study at kalamazoo 
College, a liberal arts school in Michigan, 
followed by a year at Université Cheikh Anta 
diop in dakar, Senegal, and a stint at the Rhode 
Island School of design. “That’s where I really 
came into my work [and] started to unpack 
what my desires were about,” she says.  
“while trying to make a life as an artist and  
build a language to work with.” her inspirations 
in those early years ranged “from david 
hammons to kara walker. And then there  
was a whole range of other types of work [by 
artists] such as Matt Mullican or Robert Irwin 
that I was interested in. david is still on that list 
and kara. Albert oehlen is another.” In 1999 she 
moved to new york, where she now lives with 
her partner, the Australian artist Jessica 
Rankin, and their two sons. 

Since then Mehretu’s work has shown at the 
whitney, Sydney and São paolo biennials, the 
guggenheim (berlin and new york) and the 
british Museum (2010’s picasso To Julie 
Mehretu), as well as being included in the 
permanent collection at MoMA. with three 
shows coming up in early 2013 – an exhibition  
of drawings at Marian goodman gallery in paris 
(february) and two simultaneous solo shows  
in spring, one at Marian goodman in new york 
and the other at London’s white Cube – she’s 
showing no sign of creative stasis.

universal pictures 
At doCUMEnTA(13), the 2012 edition of the 
major art show held every five years in kassel, 
germany, Mehretu showed a series of 
paintings depicting sites of social protest, 
including Tahrir Square, Tiananmen Square, 
bastille and Zócalo, Mexico City. The work  
was conceived before the Arab revolutions 
happened. “To have been in Egypt two years 
before and then to be back after the revolution 
– and after having worked on the buildings  
in such detail – was the most uncanny 
experience,” she says.

politics seems to find a way of weaving 
itself into Mehretu’s works. “I definitely feel 
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